STARGAZER 2022
Predictions & Prophecies by Anthony Carr
Fulfilled Predictions!
“Actor ALEC BALDWIN is labouring under the delusion that he's a tough guy. But soon
he's going to pick on the wrong guy (Fate), who will hit him so hard it will knock out his
whole family!” (*First prophesied: STARGAZER: Predictions & Prophecies 2014; to
wit: “Baldwin was never supposed to fire gun according to 'Rust' script!”
November 17, 2021, National Post.)
•••
“JAMES GANDOLFINI of the Sopranos hit series has become so overweight that his
friends are now calling him fat-fella, instead of good-fella! Serious health problems
ahead – even death!” (*First prophesied: STARGAZER: Predictions & Prophecies
2005; to wit: “Actor James Gandolfini dead at age 51” June 20, 2013, CNN.)

Predictions For 2022!
ALEC BALDWIN’s career turns to “rust” because of the tragic incident on the movie
set, so eponymously named. And I don’t mean the rust which must have undoubtedly
quickly appeared in his shorts! Now he’s through, finished – kabut! Bad tempered
Baldwin has made lots of enemies over the years.
•••
TIGER WOODS gets hitched yet again! This time to a woman as licentious and
promiscuous as he!
•••
TOM CRUISE gets happily married one last time before making a public announcement
that forever changes his life! And his face, which seems particularly bloated and blotchy
these days, perhaps as a result of ingesting prednisone, a steroid widely used to treat a
multitude of ailments. (Or botox?)

•••
CRUISE will also executively produce the biggest movie bomb since director ED
WOOD’s horrible horror flick, “Plan 9 From Outer Space,” possibly even outdoing
Wood’s dubious distinction.
•••
JOE BIDEN croaks on a public dais. (Not like a frog, although that, too, could happen.)
•••
PRINCE HARRY finesses his way back into the good graces of the Royal Family when
wife, MEGHAN, shows an entirely new side that no one – not even her mother – ever
saw. But until then, MS. MARKLE still has husband “Hairy” by the short and curlies.
•••
JENNIFER LOPEZ (J-LO) and new squeeze BEN AFFLECK work together on a new
flick adapted from an old flick: “My Friend, Flicka.”
•••
“THE ROCK” comes back to “Fast & Furious” – but at a career cost far too great for
any one person to endure!
•••
O.J. SIMPSON once more is catapulted onto the world stage before his final curtain.
•••
GWEN STEFANI and BLAKE SHELTON are both caught simultaneously in flagrante
delicto – and, as in Monopoly, will be given a free “get out of jail” card, by each other!
•••
GHISLAINE MAXWELL turns gay during her prison stay (if she isn’t already), but
ultimately doesn’t survive incarceration.
•••

Aging “Raging Bull” ROBERT DE NIRO is anguished over the emotional and financial
roller-coaster ride his estranged – or should that be strange – wife has put him through!
But I fear he may tear a page from acquitted alleged wife killer ROBERT BLAKE’s book
and push Ms. Hightower – off a high tower!
•••
BRITNEY SPEARS – now free of her Dad’s (James Spears) conservatorship – soon
spins out of control and goes down quicker than the Titanic! She’ll let loose like
someone just freed from jail. The money and glamour gone – hastily followed by boy-toy
beau, Sam Asghari…. Her body will be found floating face up.
•••
Her most Serene Majesty, QUEEN ELIZABETH II of Great Britain: – England, Wales
and Scotland – will survive many more years. Leukemia? Big deal! Half the world’s
population suffer from some form of it.
•••
BEN AFFLECK goes from Hollywood hunk to Hollywood chunk, as he slowly balloons
to 300 pounds!... Maybe he’s preparing for the lead in the remake of “Hindenburg.”
•••
Former U.S. President DONALD TRUMP should run – not walk – to the nearest doctor
who will order him a complete MRI – there being lumps and bumps in his body that
quick action may prevent from spreading. But even so, it may already be too late!
•••
After 25 years, the killer of sweet 6-year-old JONBENET RAMSEY will be apprehended
and convicted…. To everybody’s shock!
•••
BARBARA WALTERS suffers debilitating facial shingles which force her from the public
eye. But immediately a lucky strike (not the cigarette), brings to her doorstep a
well-known publishing house which advances her mega bucks for her memoirs that
eventually make it to Hollywoodland’s big silver screen.
•••

Iconic singer/actress BARBARA STREISAND attempts a comeback but loses her
superstar status by throwing a spectacular wing-ding (temper tantrum) in front of a live
audience!… Perhaps symptomatic of early Alzheimer’s?
•••
PRINCE CHARLES explodes when CAMILLA upstages him publicly and indecently!
•••
BRAD PITT, feeling rather smothered by his bitter half ANGELINA JOLIE, wants out!
Although still searching for his soul mate, Brad may not realize that he has already
found her, right there in actor JON VOIGHT’s daughter, but doesn’t realize it.
•••
MATT LAUER risks losing all – as his womanizing goes right off the rails!
•••
JACK NICHOLSON – even at his advanced age will be caught with his pants down,
quite literally, in a mansion high up in the Hollywood Hills, being spanked by the elderly
Ms. Bridgette, the Dominatrix. (...Gives new meaning to the ancient adage, “How’s
tricks?”)
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